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20.10 Which measure, model, and method?

20.10.1 Measure
The choice of the effect measure in an MA is driven by three main considerations:

statistical properties, health-wise or clinical appropriateness, and ease of commu-

nication. But the choice is rarely straightforward. A measure which is better in one

respect often has poor properties in other respects. Thus selecting an appropriate

effect measure for MA needs careful consideration.

Table 20.7 summarizes the comparative features of the three effect measures for

binary data. The RD and RR columns of this table broadly and correspondingly

apply to the rate type effect measures (IRD and IRR) as well.

For binary data, OR has better statistical properties than RR or RD. Its popularity

in part stems from the wide use of logistic regression models for multivariate

analysis of binary outcomes, and that it is the sole measure applicable to case-

control studies. In the MA context, the use of OR readily allows one to combine

data from case-control and cohort studies. On the other hand, its utility for con-

veying a clear, practical public health or clinical message is questionable, at best.

When events are rare, RR and OR (or HR and IRR) can be used interchange-

ably. This is often the case in observational data. Specifically, when 

OR RR. Under all circumstances, however, the numerical value of OR is further

from the null than is the corresponding numeric value of RR.

(20.34)

Table 20.7 Comparing the binary effect measures.

Feature RR RD OR

Intrinsic character Natural Natural Mathematical

Numerical symmetry No Yes No

Event-wise symmetry No Yes Yes

Computational scale Logarithmic Original Logarithmic

Reporting scale Percent Percent Original

Sub-group stability Often Rare Often

Sparse data methods Poor Poor Good

Retrospective data No No Yes

Understandability Moderate Moderate Poor
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